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Introduction
Extreme Sophia is a rare combination of graceful beauty and deviant sexual hunger. A petite blonde
with the face of an angel and the kind of inner needs that have cost her many boyfriends and girlfriends
in the past. It seems the only people horny enough to keep up with Extreme Sophia are her members!

Adult Review
Extreme Sophia is the newest starlet to join the Extreme Girl Network. Her solo site is a rare combination of a truly pretty girl
and some very filthy ideas. She may look innocent and sweet... but she is willing to do anything that is asked of her!
  
  Vicious girl/girl action with plenty of huge dildos, rough lesbian sessions and extreme spit swapping are all on the Extreme
Sophia menu. Along with lots of solo scenes and a good number of really intense sex scenes starring men who fuck, ass-bang,
double penetrate, facial, creampie or flat out violate Sophia in a long list of ways.
  
  With over 80 exclusive updates that can not be seen anywhere else and full network access to all of the other great included
sites listed on the right side of TheTongue's review, Extreme Sophia is one solo site that is very hard to walk by without at
least taking the tour!
  
  All of the updates can be downloaded in high-res formats for broadband users or lower-res for dial-up fans. None are DRM
encoded so anything you download is yours to keep and watch over again for as long as you like. Ever update comes with
complete high-res picture sets well worth browsing and the interface is a well designed, simple to use and fun to see method
of accessing all of Extreme Sophia's great content.
  
  A one month membership is properly priced at $ 29.86 and the site does offer a 2 day trial as well but beware that the trial
renews at $30.86 per month if you do not cancel it in time. As always TheTongue recommends that if you take the tour and
like the site enough to sign-up... skip the trial and go for the full access monthly membership. Monthly is always more value
for your money and less frustrating for your cock.

Porn Summary
Extreme Sophia continues to update at least once a week and often more than that. Sophia has quickly become the best part of
the Extreme Girl Network and is well worth the price of admission all on her own - but when you remember that you also get
full member access to so many really nasty included sites this becomes a hell of a deal for your dick that won't disappoint
even the most jaded porn fans.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Extreme Sophia looks great even while doing some very nasty things'
Quality: 94  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 88
Support: 90 Unique: 95    Taste: 93        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
Spit Swappers (92) ,Blowjob Races (87) ,ExtremeAlex (86) ,SexySoloSluts (84) ,Extreme Holly (82) ,ExtremeGirlNetwork
(81) ,Blowjob Races (76) ,CumChallenge (70) 

Porn Niches
Blondes, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, SexToys, Solo
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: 2 Days for $5.86 Billing Options: Credit Card, Pay By

Phone, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 88
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